
Sun Dog Athletics 
Winter Season Highlights
This winter our guests will really appreciate the….

* Fully customized, all-inclusive private adventures designed for each of our guests 

* 100% clean safety record & guest satisfaction since 1996 (testimonials available) 

* NEW Fat Biking Adventures; a one-of-a-kind experience, mountain biking on snow on specially            
  designed fat bikes, with super fat tires that provide amazing traction, flotation and                                  
  suspension. Gain new skills and release the inner child! More on fat biking; a one of a kind 
  opportunity at www.sundogathletics.com 
  
* Fun, exercise and escape into nature’s beauty; snowshoeing with Aspen’s Snowshoeing Specialists        
  since 1996. We have over 20 years of guiding experience and over 25 years of snowshoeing     
  experience, which means the adventure will be a highlight of our guests’ vacation! 

* Enjoyment offered by our NEW Colorado made men’s & women’s shaped Crescent Moon Snowshoes,  
  which are state of the art, lightweight and easy to use.
      
* Ultimate in snowshoeing experiences: a healthy alfresco trailside lunch (to order), 
  while taking in the views                                 
        
* Erik’s Organic Chocolate Chip Cookies; pure homemade goodness. 

* Benefits of cross country skiing instruction; both classic and skate styles, offering new skills, great fun       
  and graceful exercise. 

* Availability of our mascots Luna & Sammy to join us. Your dogs are more than welcome too!

Highlights Page:

*Please revise top of ALL pages to Winter Season 2013-2014

 * Add this as new first bullet: Pioneering spirit of Sun Dog Athletics, who 
brought mountain biking instruction, fitness snowshoeing, airboarding, 
canoeing, in-line skating and Fat Biking adventures to Aspen. Innovation, 
passion, experience, knowledge and a 100% clean safety record translates 
directly to our guests’ experience!

 * Add this as second bullet: NEW Fat Biking Adventures; a one-of-a-kind 
experience, mountain biking on snow on specially designed fat bikes, with 
super fat tires that provide amazing traction, flotation and suspension. Gain 
new skills and release the inner child!

 * Fantastic NEW Fat Biking page at www.sundogathletics.com for more info, 
images and video featuring this super unique sensation on snow

 *Move first bullet to this position and revise to: Fun, exercise and escape 
into nature’s beauty; snowshoeing with Aspen’s Snowshoeing Specialists 
since 1996. We have over 18 years of guiding experience and over 25 years 
of snowshoeing experience, which means the adventure will be a highlight of 
our guests’ vacation!

 * Delete Passion and professionalism bullet item AND the last bullet item re: 
fat biking

 * Benefits of cross country skiing instruction; both classic and skate styles, 
offering new skills, great fun and graceful exercise

 *Substitute attached fat biking images for current images 


